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Abstract Regression testing is an essential activity to assure that software code changes do not
adversely affect existing functionalities. With the wide adoption of Continuous Integration (CI) in
software projects, which increases the frequency of running software builds, running all tests can be
time-consuming and resource-intensive. To alleviate that problem, Test case Selection and Prioritiza-
tion (TSP) techniques have been proposed to improve regression testing by selecting and prioritizing
test cases in order to provide early feedback to developers. In recent years, researchers have relied on
Machine Learning (ML) techniques to achieve effective TSP (ML-based TSP). Such techniques help
combine information about test cases, from partial and imperfect sources, into accurate prediction
models. This work conducts a systematic literature review focused on ML-based TSP techniques,
aiming to perform an in-depth analysis of the state of the art, thus gaining insights regarding fu-
ture avenues of research. To that end, we analyze 29 primary studies published from 2006 to 2020,
which have been identified through a systematic and documented process. This paper addresses five
research questions addressing variations in ML-based TSP techniques and feature sets for training
and testing ML models, alternative metrics used for evaluating the techniques, the performance of
techniques, and the reproducibility of the published studies. We summarize the results related to
our research questions in a high-level summary that can be used as a taxonomy for classifying future
TSP studies.

Keywords Machine Learning · Software Testing · Test case Prioritization · Test case Selection ·
Continuous Integration · Systematic Literature Review

1 Introduction

Regression testing is an essential software quality assurance activity to gain confidence that changes in
software code have not adversely affected existing functionalities. Nowadays, many software projects
adopt Continuous Integration (CI), a practice that runs software builds, including regression testing,
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automatically and more frequently [1]. By default, for a software system with a small codebase,
all previously executed test cases are run (run-them-all approach) when they are still applicable
(not obsolete). However, due to the frequent execution of CI builds and the prominence of large
codebases, in practice, the run-them-all approach can be time-consuming and resource-intensive,
requiring many servers and hours or even days to complete [2,3]. This limitation warrants the need
for practical techniques that seek to reduce the effort required for regression testing in various ways,
including Test case Selection and Prioritization (TSP), which is our main focus in this paper.

TSP techniques deal with the costly execution time of regression testing by selecting and priori-
tizing test cases that are (1) sufficient to test new changes while accounting for their side effects and
(2) able to detect faults as early as possible. These techniques often rely on multiple information
sources including coverage information analysis (e.g., [4]), heuristics based on test execution history
(e.g., [5]), and domain-specific heuristics and rules (e.g., [4]). In order to combine these factors, in
recent years, researchers have increasingly relied on Machine Learning (ML) techniques to drive Test
case Selection and Prioritization (ML-based TSP). Combining features of test cases from different
sources can lead to improved accuracy for test case selection and prioritization. The adoption of CI
helps generate richer datasets about test cases that can be used to feed and train ML models.

Lima et al. [3] reported an increasing trend in the number of TSP techniques that explore the use
of ML to combine different data sources for building appropriate feature sets. While there are several
surveys and Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) that study and classify TSP techniques, they do
not provide a detailed account and analysis of ML-based TSP. To remedy this issue, as there are
now a sizable number of primary studies we can rely on, we conduct an SLR that exclusively focuses
on ML-based TSP techniques, aiming for a more detailed analysis of their usage and performance.
Inspired by Khatibsyarbini et al. [2] and Lima et al. [3], we follow a typical four-step SLR process [6,
7]. These steps are (1) the definition of research questions, (2) a search strategy (including the
selection of literature repositories and search strings), (3) inclusion and exclusion criteria, and (4) a
data synthesis and extraction procedure. The search resulted in 29 relevant, primary studies, which
are then analyzed to address five research questions summarized below. We also provide a high-level
summary of ML-based TSP, which can be used as a taxonomy for classifying future TSP studies.

– The main ML techniques used for TSP are: supervised learning (ranking models), unsupervised
learning (clustering), reinforcement learning, and natural language processing (RQ1).

– ML-based TSP techniques mainly rely on features that are easy to compute and based on data
that are practical to collect in a CI context, including execution history, coverage information,
code complexity, and textual data (RQ2).

– ML-based TSP techniques are evaluated using a variety of metrics that are, sometimes, calculated
differently in TS and TP, making it difficult to compare their results. Most of the currently
available subjects have extremely low failure rates, making them unsuitable for evaluating ML-
based TSP techniques (RQ3).

– Comparing the performance of ML-based TSP techniques is challenging due to the variation of
evaluation metrics, test suite sizes, and failure rates across studies. Reporting failure rates along-
side performance values helps provide more interpretable results to the wider research community
(RQ4).

– Only six out of the 29 selected studies (21%) can be considered reproducible, thus raising method-
ological issues in the studies and a lack of confidence in reported results (RQ5).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the research method. Section 3
reports and analyzes the results for each research question. Section 4 discusses the implications of
our findings. Sections 5 and 6 describe the related work and threats to validity, respectively. Section 7
concludes our systematic literature review.

2 Research Method

We conduct a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on the application of Machine Learning (ML)
techniques to Test case Selection and Prioritization (TSP). We aim to (a) analyze how ML tech-
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niques have been used, (b) assess the results they have achieved, and (c) study their limitations. In
this section, we discuss the steps of the research method we carried out, which is inspired by Khatib-
syarbini et al. [2] and Lima et al. [3]. Figure 1 depicts the steps of our SLR process. The steps include
the definition of research questions, search strategy (including the selection of literature repositories
and search strings), study selection based on inclusion and exclusion criteria, and data synthesis and
extraction. A summary of the search results is also included.

Figure 1: The Main Steps of the SLR

2.1 Definition of Research Questions

To analyze and gain insights into the application of ML techniques for TSP, we address the following
five research questions.

RQ1. What ML techniques are used for TSP and what are the reported strengths and weaknesses of
using these techniques? The aim of this question is to identify all the ML techniques used for
TSP and classify them according to categories reflecting the type of techniques. This question
also aims to discuss the strengths and limitations of each ML technique as reported in the studies.

RQ2. What are the features used by ML-based TSP techniques? This question focuses on identifying the
types of features used by ML-based TSP techniques. Features, in turn, determine the complexity
and cost of data collection. We collect the name and definition of each feature set, along with
information regarding its data collection mechanism.
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RQ3. How are ML-based TSP techniques evaluated? This question focuses on the empirical methodol-
ogy followed for evaluating the performance of ML-based TSP techniques. We collect information
about the evaluation metrics, the subjects used for the experiments and their availability, and
general experimental design aspects.

RQ4. What is the performance of ML-based TSP techniques? This question focuses on assessing what
can be currently achieved with respect to ML-based TSP. We collect the reported results, based
on empirical evidence, along with the test suite size, feature sets, and ML techniques of each
study.

RQ5. Are ML-based TSP studies repeatable and reproducible? We investigate whether identical ex-
periments can be rerun and whether reported results and conclusions can be validated. More
specifically, we identify whether the results are provided in sufficient detail, the availability of the
datasets and relevant scripts (e.g., scripts for testing and training ML models), and whether the
experimental design, configurations, and procedures are presented in a sufficiently precise way.

2.2 Search Strategy

In this section, we explain our search strategy, including the selection of literature repositories and
search strings.

2.2.1 Literature Repository Selection

We performed our search in digital libraries and we chose online repositories based on the popularity
and the degree of relevance to software engineering. The chosen repositories are listed in Table 1.

These repositories include well-known conferences, workshops, symposiums, and journal articles.
They also provide many leading software engineering publications and they are extensively used by
previous survey papers in software engineering. For example, Khatibsyarbini et al. [2] included all
the online repositories we used for their survey of test case prioritization approaches in regression
testing. Lima et al. [3] included the ACM digital library, Scopus, Science Direct, IEEE Xplore, and
Wiley online library to the repositories in their survey of Test case Prioritization in CI environments.

Table 1: Search Result for Each Repository

Source Found papers by
search query

Scopus 403
IEEE Xplore 149
Ei Compendex 146
MIT Libraries 100
Web of Science 91
ACM Digital Library 77
EBSCOhost 68
Wiley online library 15
Science Direct 8

2.2.2 Search Strings

We formulated search strings based on the goals of this work and the research questions. Our aim
was to find papers that apply ML techniques for the purpose of TSP. Thus, we included general
terms about the scope of this paper, such as ‘test’, ‘selection’, ‘prioritization’, and ‘rank’ in the
search string. To include all ML techniques used for TSP, we also included specific ML-related
terms, such as ‘learning’, ‘clustering’, ‘logistic’, ‘support vector machine’, ‘neural network’, ‘bayes’,
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‘natural language processing’ ‘k nearest neighbors’, and ‘reinforcement learning’ in the search string.
Given that the number of search terms is limited in some online repositories, we used a partial set
of the terms in one search and then the remaining set in another search. TSP techniques can also
be applied for other types of testing (e.g., unit testing), but our focus is regression testing. Thus, to
narrow the search, we added the term ‘regression’ to the search string.

We noticed that some repositories require an adaptation of search strings because of differences in
search engines among repositories. For example, for the MIT libraries, when we included ‘regression’
AND (‘learning’ OR ‘clustering’ OR ‘logistic’ OR ‘support vector machine’ OR ‘neural network’ OR
‘bayes’ OR ‘natural language processing’ OR ‘k nearest neighbors’) in the All Text field, and included
‘test’ AND (‘selection’ OR ‘prioritization’ OR ‘rank’) in the Title field, we obtained too many results
(678 results). Therefore, we only used ‘regression’ AND (‘learning’ OR ‘clustering’ OR ‘logistic’ OR
‘support vector machine’ OR ‘neural network’ OR ‘bayes’ OR ‘natural language processing’ OR ‘k
nearest neighbors’) in the Abstract field and included ‘test’ AND (‘selection’ OR ‘prioritization’ OR
‘rank’) in the Title. As a result, we obtained 100 results. For Scopus, in order to narrow the search,
we limited the subjects of the results to ‘computer science’, ‘engineering’ and ‘mathematics’. We also
limited the publication stage of the results to ‘final’ to include only papers that have already been
assigned to a publication volume and issue.

Table 1 shows the search results for each source. The highest number of papers (403) was found
in Scopus. In total, 1,057 papers were found from the online repositories.

2.3 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Table 2 presents the inclusion criteria we used for paper selection. In summary, we reviewed studies
that are long papers (> six pages), written in English, available online, in a final publication stage,
and related to regression testing. We verified each study that fits the goal of our study (ML-based
TSP). We excluded the papers that conduct a survey, SLR, or systematic mapping. However, we
discuss them as related work (Section 5). Further, we did not set the publication period for each
source but rather included all the papers in the search results.

Table 2: Inclusion Criteria

Inclusion Criteria

1 The paper is in English
2 The paper is related to regression testing
3 The paper is related to test case selection or test case prioritization
4 The paper uses ML techniques
5 The paper is a long paper (> six pages)
6 The paper is in a final publication stage
7 The paper is not a survey, a systematic literature review, or a systematic mapping

2.4 Data Synthesis and Extraction Method

In this section, we discuss the information regarding search results and extraction methods.
We used Covidence tool1 Finally, 29 papers were included in our study. We then extracted related

information from the papers according to our research questions. Table 3 presents the data collected
for each research question. The type of data extracted reflects the goal that each research question
addresses. We provide a replication package [8] of our SLR containing the search strings and the
data extracted from papers.

1 https://www.covidence.org to screen the obtained papers. 1,057 papers were imported for screening and, after
removing duplicate articles, 731 papers were included after the title and abstract screening step. After excluding
the papers based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 70 papers remained for a full-text manual review step.

https://www.covidence.org
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Table 3: Data Collection for Each Research Question

Research Question Type of Data Extracted

RQ1 ML techniques used for TSP and their reported strengths and limitations
RQ2 Feature sets used for prediction and data collection procedures
RQ3 Evaluation metrics, subjects, and experiment designs
RQ4 Performance results (accuracy) of ML-based TSP techniques
RQ5 Availability of datasets, code, scripts, and detailed results

Figure 2: Number of Publications Over the Years

There were 16 conference papers, nine journal articles, and four symposium papers. More specif-
ically, we retrieved two papers from the IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance
(ICSM), two papers from the International Conference on Predictive Models and Data Analytics in
Software Engineering (PROMISE), two papers from the ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium
on Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE), and one paper from the International Conference on
Software Engineering (ICSE). We also retrieved papers from the IEEE Transactions on Software En-
gineering (TSE) and the Empirical Software Engineering Journal (EMSE). They are all well-known
and credible publication venues related to software engineering. Figure 2 shows the number of pub-
lications over the years. We observe a positive increment from 2006 to 2020, with a rapid increase
after 2018. The trend suggests that ML techniques for TSP have been a popular trend in recent
years.

3 Results

In this section, we address each of the five research questions defined in Section 2.1 regarding the
application of ML techniques for test case selection and prioritization.

3.1 RQ1. What ML techniques are used for TSP and what are the reported strengths and
weaknesses of using these techniques?

As shown in Table 4, based on the applied ML techniques, we classify the selected papers into
four groups: Supervised Learning (SL) [9], Unsupervised Learning (UL) [9], Reinforcement Learn-
ing (RL) [10], and Natural Language Processing-based (NLP-based) [11] models. Supervised learn-
ing includes all ML techniques that rely on classification or ranking models of test cases, such
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as support vector machine, random forests, regression tree, boosting trees, and neural networks.
Unsupervised learning includes all techniques that rely on clustering test cases, such as k-means,
expectation-maximization, and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Reinforcement Learning (RL)
includes techniques that map the TSP problem to an RL problem and use RL algorithms (mainly
Q-learning [10]) to train an RL agent capable of ranking test cases. NLP-based techniques are used
for processing textual data, such as topic modeling, Doc2Vec, and LSTM. NLP-based techniques can
also be mixed with other ML or non-ML techniques.

The RL, UL, and NLP-based studies focus on both Test case Prioritization (TP) and Test case
Selection (TS), whereas SL studies focus only on TP. Note that some work (e.g., [12]) applies test
case selection via executing the top n% of the prioritized test cases. We consider a paper to be
ML-based TSP if an ML model is used as part of the process for performing TSP, including data
preprocessing. In the following, we discuss the general principles and motivations for each group,
along with the similarities and differences across papers within groups.

Table 4: Classification of the Selected Papers Based on the Applied ML Techniques

ML Technique References (#, %) TS TP

RL [12,13,14,15,16,17,18] 7, 24% Yes Yes
UL [19,20,21,22,23,24,25] 7, 24% Yes Yes
SL [13,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37] 13, 45% No Yes
NLP-based [22,26,30,38,39,40] 6, 21% Yes Yes

3.1.1 RL-based Test case Selection and Prioritization

Recent studies have used RL techniques for TSP, mainly in the context of Continuous Integration
(CI). The main motivation of these studies is to benefit from the capacity of RL to seamlessly adapt
to the dynamic nature of CI (frequent changes in systems and test suites) and integrate new data
into already constructed models without retraining them from scratch. RL studies share similar
ideas about the creation of an RL environment by replaying CI logs and training an RL agent via
interactions with the environment and receiving rewards. The trained RL agent can take a test case
and assigns a score that is used to sort (prioritize) test cases. Despite these commonalities, the studies
mainly differ according to the (1) used reward functions and (2) ways the agent learns the optimal
policy (policy/value model). Depending on the underlying RL algorithms, RL techniques train an
ML model to either estimate the actions’ values (value model) and then select the optimal action
based on such values, or predict the optimal action directly (policy model). While the use of Deep
Neural Network (DNN) as policy/value models is prevalent, it is also possible to use other simpler
ML techniques, such as random forest or regression.

A more detailed investigation of RL studies shows that three of them focus on devising and
evaluating different reward functions. The main consideration in the definition of reward functions is
the detection of failures, where the highest reward is obtained when failed test cases are prioritized
first. A reward is either an instant reward (given to the agent after assigning a priority to each test
case) or a delayed reward (given after assigning priority to all test cases). Rewards are calculated in
different ways. For example, Spieker et al. [12] used a failure count reward, test case failure reward,
and time-ranked reward, whereas Shi et al. [18] used a weighted reward function based on the entire
execution history.

The other two studies focused on evaluating different ML models as policy models. Bertolino
et al. [13] not only considered a shallow network for policy model but also a multi-layer perceptron
and random forest. Also, Rosenbauer et al. [17] used a XCS classifier system (XCS) [41] (a rule-based
evolutionary machine learning method) as a policy model. Since the number of test case features is
normally reasonable, and potentially important features are known and intuitive, using simpler ML
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models, other than DNNs, can provide an acceptable accuracy at a lower cost in terms of training
data and computation time.

Three studies used a Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) approach for TP [14,15,16]. Lima et al. [14]
used a MAB-based approach to address test case prioritization in a CI context (TCPCI). They
considered three different time budgets and eleven case studies to evaluate their approach. Their
evaluation results showed that they outperform RL with an ANN policy model by yielding higher
performance. Similarly, Lima et al. [16] compared the performance of MAB with a Genetic Algorithm
(GA). Their results suggested that the MAB approach can fare similarly to the GA algorithm in
90% of the cases in terms of the percentage of faults detected, Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE),
and Prioritization Time. In another work, Lima et al. [15] also considered two strategies for TP using
MAB in the CI of Highly Configurable Systems (HCS): the product Variant Test Set Strategy (VTS),
which prioritizes the test set for each product variant in the HCS and the Whole Test Set Strategy
(WTS), which prioritizes the test set based on all test cases for all product variants. While these
two strategies fared similarly in terms of performance, WTS works well when testing new product
variants, since it makes use of the historical information collected from the other ones.

Overall, RL techniques can adapt to changes of the systems under test and test suites, which
makes them suitable for continuously changing CI environments. However, to gain full advantage of
RL, further research is required as discussed below.

– Existing studies are partial as many of the state-of-the-art RL algorithms have not been con-
sidered, such as deep Q-learning and deep deterministic policy gradient. Thus, a more extensive
investigation in the TSP context is required.

– As we will discuss in RQ2, all RL studies except one rely solely on execution history to train
their agent. Thus, training RL agents using a more extensive feature set should be investigated.

3.1.2 Unsupervised Learning-based Test case Selection and Prioritization

In the unsupervised learning category, only clustering algorithms have been applied to TSP in the
primary studies. Clustering is widely used in general to identify and group similar data points
into clusters. A wide range of clustering algorithms are available, which mainly differ according
to their required configuration parameters (e.g., number of clusters) and methods to calculate the
distance between data instances. The core idea of using clustering in the TSP context is that similar
test cases, in terms of coverage and other properties, are expected to have similar fault detection
capability. Thus, clustering test cases can help identify groups of similar test cases that can be
used as guidance for TSP. For instance, Carlson et al. [20] devised a clustering algorithm based on
coverage information, code complexity, and execution history for prioritizing test cases in each cluster.
They first clustered test cases based on coverage information only. Then, they prioritized test cases
based on coverage information, code complexity, execution history features, separately. Then, they
performed the prioritization using a combination of code complexity and execution history features.
Yoo et al. [25] combined a clustering technique with the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) algorithm.
First, they clustered test cases based on their coverage information. Second, they prioritized test cases
in each cluster based on the coverage information and expert knowledge and mark the test case with
the highest priority in each cluster as the cluster’s representative. Third, they performed inter-cluster
prioritization based on their representative test cases. Finally, they performed the final prioritization
of all test cases from clusters in a circular order in which the clusters are placed based on their
assigned priorities from the third step.

Four of the UL papers [21,22,23,24] used the K-means algorithm, which requires the number of
clusters (k) to be provided upfront. Three of the UL papers [19,20,25] used a hierarchical clustering
algorithm that also requires the number of clusters as input. The selection of a suitable k in both
algorithms requires extensive experiments and tuning. One paper [19] considered three different
clustering algorithms, which are Expectation-maximization (EM), Density-based spatial clustering
of applications with noise (DBSCAN), and Agglomerative hierarchical clustering.

Regarding how the distance between instances is calculated, four studies [19,20,21,24] used Eu-
clidean Distance and two studies [22,25] relied on the Hamming Distance. The Euclidean Distance
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is calculated by the sum of squared differences between two vectors. The Hamming Distance is the
number of mismatches in the corresponding positions between two vectors of the same length. The
Hamming Distance is mainly used for comparing binary data strings. The two papers use coverage
information for a test case as binary strings, where each bit indicates whether or not a source code
element (e.g., function) is covered by a test case.

Despite the authors’ claims about the benefits of clustering in the TSP context, we argue that
the practicality of these results is questionable for a number of reasons:

– UL techniques, and clustering algorithms in particular, require expensive tuning, regarding dis-
tance metrics and the number of clusters, which affects their effectiveness.

– The computational complexity of UL techniques is high as, for most of them, finding the optimal
solution is an NP-hard problem. This can cause scalability issues for dealing with TSP in a large
software system with many test cases.

3.1.3 Supervised Learning-based Test case Selection and Prioritization

The majority of the selected papers used supervised learning techniques and addressed TSP as a
ranking problem. In particular, these techniques are often guided by three different ranking models
for information retrieval [42]: pointwise, pairwise, and listwise ranking. Pointwise ranking takes the
features of a single test case and uses a prediction model to provide a relevance score for this test
case. The final ranking is achieved by simply sorting the test cases according to these predicted
scores. Pairwise ranking orders a pair of test cases at a time. Then, it uses all the ordered pairs to
determine an optimal order for all test cases. Listwise ranking considers a complete list of test cases
at once and assigns a rank to each test case relative to other test cases.

Developing ranking models is a very well-established research field and applying state-of-the-art
ranking models is an obvious choice for TSP. Our investigation reveals that three papers [13,30,37]
used pairwise ranking models. More specifically, Bertolino et al. [13] used a state-of-the-art ranking li-
brary [43] and evaluated the effectiveness of Random Forest (RF), Multiple Additive Regression Tree
(MART), L-MART, RankBoost, RankNet, Coordinate ASCENT (CA) for TP. Their results show
that (MART) is the most accurate model, which is a pairwise ranking model. Lachmann et al. [30]
used SVM Rank [44], which returns a ranked classification function based on training inputs and is
capable to handle input vectors of large size. Tonella et al. [37] evaluated Rankboost [45] for test
case prioritization. It requires developers to provide rankings of test case pairs that are used along
with statement coverage and cyclomatic complexity for the training of a ranking model. In addition,
listwise ranking models were used by two papers [13,26]. In particular, Busjaeger and Xie [26] used
SVM MAP [46], which ranks test cases by training a model based on training data labeled as ‘rel-
evant’ or ‘non-relevant’. Finally, ten papers [13,27,28,29,31,32,33,34,35,36] used pointwise ranking
models. Specifically, XGBoost [27], RNN [28], ANN [29], NN [31], Bayesian Network [32], Logistic
Regression [33,34], KNN [35], and SVM [36] were used to provide priority scores or probability of
failure for ranking test cases.

Overall, TP based on supervised learning can benefit from state-of-the-art techniques and reach
good accuracy. The majority of reported models used ML techniques that are restricted to the classi-
cal batch setting and assume the full data set is available before training, do not enable incremental
learning (i.e., continuous integration of new data into already constructed models) but, instead, reg-
ularly reconstruct new models from scratch. This is not only very time-consuming but also leads to
potentially outdated models, which can be problematic, especially in CI environments. For example,
the MART ranking model is an ensemble model of boosted regression trees. Boosting algorithms, as
a class of ensemble learning methods, are designed for static training, based on a fixed training set.
Thus, they cannot be directly and easily applied to online learning and incremental learning [47].
Supporting incremental learning in boosting algorithms is an active research area for which no so-
lution is currently available in existing libraries [43]. This causes practical issues, since modeling
performance gradually decays after some cycles, and a new model needs to be trained based on the
most recent data.
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3.1.4 NLP-based Test case Selection and Prioritization

The use of NLP is limited to six papers. The core motivation to apply NLP techniques is to exploit
information in either textual software development artifacts (e.g., defect description) or source code
that is treated as textual data. Thomas et al. [40] relied on an NLP topic modeling technique to
transform test cases into vectors, then calculated the distance between pairs of test cases. They then
prioritized test cases by maximizing their distances to already prioritized test cases using a greedy
algorithm.

Aman et al. [38] used three different kinds of NLP techniques, including topic modeling, Doc2Vec
(PV-DM), and Doc2Vec (PV-DBoW) to vectorize test cases, and then calculated the distance be-
tween pairs of test cases using three different distance metrics (Manhattan distance, Euclidean dis-
tance, and angular distance). The highest priority was then assigned to the test case which was
farthest to others. Then, they prioritized the remaining test cases based on their distance from the
set of already prioritized test cases.

Medhat et al. [39] used NLP to preprocess the specifications that describe the components and
technologies of the system under test, then ran the LSTM [48] algorithm to classify these specifica-
tions into four standard components (user device, protocols, gateways, sensors, actuators, and data
processing). Based on this classification, test cases that belonged to these standard components were
selected. Then, they used search-based approaches (genetic algorithms and simulated annealing) to
prioritize the selected test cases.

Lachmann et al. [30] created a dictionary of commonly occurring words in the description of all
test cases. Then, they used NLP techniques, i.e., tokenization, filtration, and stemming, to preprocess
test case descriptions before they transformed them into vectors based on word occurrences. They
prioritized test cases by employing a ranked Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the transformed
textual data in addition to coverage information and execution history.

Overall, despite its potential, the current use of NLP in a TSP context is very limited. Further
research in this context is essential, two examples of which are discussed in the following.

– Coverage analysis. Static and dynamic coverage analysis techniques are core elements of non-ML
TSP techniques. However, both techniques are computationally expensive. As a result, recently,
researchers have tried to use information retrieval techniques to compute coverage based on the
similarity of either test cases with each other or test cases with source code elements (i.e., file,
class, or method). The former helps find similar test cases in terms of coverage that can then
be used as guidance for TSP. The latter assumes similarity to be a coverage indicator and,
therefore, selects test cases that are similar to changed source elements to achieve coverage. In
future research, NLP techniques should be further investigated to devise more effective similarity-
based TSP techniques.

– Feature extraction. Many textual software development artifacts are a rich source of information
to devise useful features for training more effective ML models for TSP. Also, recent NLP-based
techniques for vectorizing code (e.g., [49]) could help extract new potentially important features
from source code. In both cases, the application of NLP techniques appears to be a promising
and interesting research direction.

RQ1 Conclusion: ML-based TSP mainly employs RL, UL, SL, and NLP-based models. Un-
like RL-based TSP techniques, UL-based and SL-based TSP techniques are unsuitable in CI
contexts, since they require the reconstruction of models from scratch on a regular basis. Fu-
ture research should further investigate the use of NLP techniques to devise more effective
similarity-based TSP techniques.
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Figure 3: High-level Hierarchy of Features Used by the Selected Papers

3.2 RQ2. What are the features used by ML-based TSP techniques?

Figure 3 shows a high-level hierarchy of features that are used across selected papers. Also, Table 5
summarizes what papers rely on what features. At the highest level, we classify the features into five
groups, as discussed in the following.

– Code complexity. These features refer to metrics that are used to indicate the complexity of
source code entities (file, method, class, code snippet). A comprehensive list of complexity metrics
is presented in [50]. Overall, ten of the selected papers used code complexity metrics. While a
wide range of complexity metrics are available, only five [13,31,32,35,36] out of the ten papers
used a comprehensive list of metrics, and the remaining papers mainly employed Lines of Code
(LoC), since it can be easily computed. Indeed, the collection of most of the complexity metrics
requires static analysis techniques that render their application challenging in many CI contexts.
Although Jahan et al. [29] aimed at accounting for the number of requirements associated with
each test case, they assumed that the number of conditional statements covered in test cases
captures indirectly requirement coverage. Hence, we classify this feature as code complexity.
While it is possible to compute such metrics based on the test code or the source code of the
system under test, many papers exclusively focused on the former. The main motivation for
using code complexity metrics is based on the hypothesis that more complex code has a higher
probability of failure and tends to have longer execution times. Yet, relying only on complexity
metrics of the test code is not enough, since the main goal of TSP is to detect faults early in the
production code.

– Textual data. As discussed earlier, many textual software development artifacts are a rich source
of information to devise useful features for training more effective ML models for TSP. Seven
papers [19,26,30,38,39,40,22] relied on textual data. Such data appears to be a promising and
interesting research direction to devise more accurate TSP techniques, especially when access
and analysis of the source code is not an option.

– Coverage information. These features capture the coverage of test cases either as covered
source code elements (i.e., file, class, and method) or requirements. Source code coverage can
be collected using three methods: dynamic analysis, static analysis, and code similarity analysis.
Dynamic analysis is the most precise method but requires executing tests on an instrumented sys-
tem version (i.e., binary or source code instrumentation). Dynamic analysis is platform-dependent
and time-consuming for large codebases, and may not be applicable to systems with real-time
constraints, since code instrumentation may cause timeouts or interrupt normal test execution.
Static analysis makes it easier to collect coverage information and conduct impact analysis and
have therefore drawn more attention. However, it tends to overestimate coverage and change im-
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Table 5: Feature Sets for ML-based TSP Techniques

Feature Set Description References

Code complexity A subset of complexity metrics [50] [13,20,29,31,
32,33,34,35,
36,37]

Textual data Identifiers names, comments and string literals that are ex-
tracted from source code

[19,26,30,38,
39,40,22]

Coverage information number of methods exercised by a test case; Production code
covered by a test case (e.g., in terms of LOC); Number of
system requirements covered by a test case

[20,21,22,24,
25,26,27,29,
30,31,32,33,
34,37,39]

Execution history Last execution time (duration) of test cases; Number of failed
tests in the current commit; Number of failed tests per test
class n commits before the current one; Total execution time
of all the tests of the test class; Last time the test class was
run; Average execution time; Test cases’ verdict; Last n test
verdicts which refer to the history length; Number of faults
detected by each test case; Method execution of test case;
Test age; Failure age; Failure priority

[12,13,14,15,
16,17,18,20,
26,27,28,30,
33,34,39]

User inputs Requirement priority assigned by the test manager; Priority
of test case pairs assigned by users

[23,25,37]

pact, affecting the accuracy of TSP methods. Finally, code similarity analysis relies on NLP and
information retrieval techniques to analyze coverage based on source code similarity between the
test cases and system elements. Coverage features are used by fifteen papers, eight of which [20,
21,24,25,31,32,34,39] using dynamic coverage analysis techniques to extract the number of cov-
ered methods or lines of code, four of which [22,29,30,37] using static coverage analysis, three of
which [26,27,33] using both dynamic and static coverage analyses.
Also, Busjaeger and Xie [26] calculated the coverage score for a given test case based on the
similarity between its code and changed files as well as their file paths. More specifically, for a
given changed file and test case, they first extracted words from the file-system path and the
textual content of the changed file (only changed parts of the file) and the test case. They then
calculated the similarity score for the test case with respect to the changed file as the cosine
similarity between words in the changed file and test case, respectively.
Requirements specifications describe of the functional and non-functional requirements of a soft-
ware system to be developed. There are four papers [29,22,30,39] using coverage based on re-
quirements. Jahan et al. [29] relied on the number of changed requirements represented by the
number of conditional statements changed in test cases. Kandil et al. [22] used the number of
modules covered by user stories. Lachmann et al. [30] and Medhat et al. [39] focused on the
number of requirements covered by test cases.

– Execution history. These features capture information about previous test case executions,
including test execution time, test results or verdict (i.e., failed/passed), age of test cases, and
aggregate features such as average execution time or failure rate. In general, thanks to test
automation tools, specifically in a CI context, historical features are easy to collect. Thus, most
of the papers (15 papers) used such features. Due to the frequent execution of regression test
suites, the volume of execution history data is continuously and quickly growing. Thus, papers
often limit the use of such data to the last n test executions, which is referred to as the history
length.

– User input. These features, such as test case priority, are specified by users. The data collection
for these features requires manual effort and that makes them less practical, especially in a CI
context and for large software projects. Only three of the papers relied on user inputs [23,25,
37]. Khalid et al. [23] assumed that the main goal of test case prioritization is to effectively use
time and budget to execute the highest priority test cases first based on customer preferences.
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Thus, they proposed a technique in which they use a customer-assigned priority to each test
case extracted from business requirements. Also, Tonella et al. [37] assumed that test engineers
usually know the relative priority of test cases. Thus, they proposed a test case prioritization
technique that takes advantage of such user knowledge through a machine learning algorithm
called case-based ranking (CBR), in which test engineers specify relevance priorities of test cases
in the form of pairwise comparisons.

In addition, some features are specific to certain application contexts. For example, Sharma
et al. [35] used page name, number of buttons, number of toggles, number of hyperlinks, and the
number of images as features in the context of web application testing. Hasnain et al. [28] used
response time and throughput metrics by calculating the amount of data transferred in kilobytes as
well as web service latency as features in the context of Internet of Things (IoT) systems.

We further analyzed the papers with respect to data collection processes and tools. All papers,
except the ones that used open-source datasets briefly addressed the data collection process. However,
none of them except one [31] reports practical challenges in the calculation of coverage data, the
time complexity of coverage-based techniques, and the computation time of the coverage techniques
based on different case studies.

Overall, existing ML-based TSP techniques did not take full advantage of potentially available
and useful data and, therefore, potentially relevant features remain unused. The features used by
most of the papers were only limited to the features that are computed based on easily accessible
data. For instance, (1) four of the RL papers used three available data sets containing only execution
history features, (2) most of the papers used LoC as the only code complexity feature, (3) coverage
information was mainly used by papers having Java and C subjects due to available tooling support
for source code and byte-code instrumentation (e.g., JaCoCo [51], Clover [52], and GCov [53]). Given
the above limitations, interesting research directions include:

– Investigating the use of a more comprehensive set of potentially relevant features for ML training
and perform a trade-off analysis on the relative benefits and costs of features.

– Performing a thorough and systematic evaluation of existing tools and solutions to address TSP
data collection needs. Requirements for data collection tools specifically addressing TSP should
be identified and addressed with new tools when needed. For example, there is lack of tools for
automatically analyzing the build logs of popular CI tools (e.g., Travis CI2) and extracts the test
case execution details (execution time and test case verdicts) required for TSP. Existing tools,
such as the build log analyzer used for TravisTorrent [54], only support the analysis of the logs
at the build level, i.e., the execution time, coverage, and results of individual test cases are not
captured.

RQ2 Conclusion: ML-based TSP techniques tend to rely on features that are easy to collect
or compute. Besides those features, future research should look into a more comprehensive set
of potentially relevant features (e.g., CI-related features, such as build configuration complexity,
runtime environments, timeouts, etc.) for ML training and investigate their benefits, costs, and
the tools to collect them.

3.3 RQ3. How are ML-based TSP techniques evaluated?

In this section, we discuss the evaluation metrics as used and reported in the selected papers, their
calculation methods, and their strengths and drawbacks. Then, we describe the subjects based on
which the studies are evaluated and assess how adequate they are to draw conclusions on the practical
effectiveness of TSP techniques.

2 https://www.travis-ci.com

https://www.travis-ci.com
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3.3.1 Evaluation Metrics

Eight metrics have been used for evaluating ML-based TSP techniques, which can be categorized
into two groups: specific and general. The former includes Average Percentage of Fault Detection
(APFD) [55] and its extensions, such as Normalized APFD (NAPFD) [56] and cost-cognizant APFD
(APFDc) [57]. These metrics are specifically defined to measure the performance of TSP techniques
based on how early they can detect faults. The latter includes general classification performance
metrics (i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score) and Rank Percentile Average (RPA) that
measures how close is a predicted ranking to an actual ranking, regardless of the application context.

3.3.1.1 Specific Evaluation Metrics for TSP

APFD is the most widely used evaluation metric for TP. It evaluates the effectiveness of a TP
technique via measuring the area under the curve when plotting the proportion of executed test
cases on the x-axis and the proportion of detected faults on the y-axis [55]. It ranges from 0 to 1,
with a higher number implying a faster fault detection. APFD can also be calculated based on the
number of test case failures when the number of faults detected in a test suite is not available.

Let T be a test suite of n test cases, the APFD of a prioritized test suite T ′ is calculated using
the following formula:

APFD = 1−
∑m

i=1 TFi

nm
+

1

2n

where m refers to the total number of faults, n refers to the total number of test cases, TFi returns
the rank of the first test case that reveals the ith fault in test suite T ′.

APFD treats all test cases equally in terms of cost and fault severity, which is not always realistic.
To address this issue, APFDc was introduced [57] to take test execution cost and fault severity into
account [57]. The formula of APFDc is defined as follows:

APFDc =

∑m
i=1(fi ∗ (

∑n
j=TFi

tj − 0.5 ∗ tTFi
))∑n

i=1 ti ∗
∑m

i=1 fi

where ti refers to the execution cost of the ith test case, and fi denotes the severity of the ith
fault. Note that two of the studies [27,14] used APFDc as an evaluation metric for TSP. They both
assumed that all faults had the same severity and measured costs based on execution times of test
cases. They calculated APFDc as follows:

APFDc =

∑m
i=1(

∑n
j=TFi

tj − 0.5 ∗ tTFi
)∑n

j=1 tj ∗m

APFD assumes that the ranked test cases can detect all detectable faults, i.e., all ranked test
cases are to be executed. However, in TSP, the test execution budget might be limited to only the
top n% of test cases (i.e., not the entire test suite is executed). In such scenarios, variations in the
test suite are likely to occur in each run, which might not detect all faults, making APFD unsuitable
in practice. Thus, an extension of APFD was introduced called Normalized APFD (NAPFD) [56] to
address this issue by using both the ratio between detected and total faults within the prioritized
test suite (p) as follows:

NAPFD = p−
∑m

i=1 TFi

nm
+

p

2n

Note that when all test cases are executed and all faults are detected (i.e., p = 1), as expected,
NAPFD is equal to APFD.

Further, all APFD metrics assume that faults occur sufficiently frequently to provide an accurate
assessment. However, with the introduction of CI, where software developers may build the system
several times a day, the system quality is being continuously improved and there are many builds
without or with only a few faults. When there are only a few faults, a small difference in fault
detection across the ranking (e.g., not detecting one fault) can have a large impact on the APFD
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value. Also, the calculation of APFDs is obviously impossible when there is no fault. In this case,
studies often assume APFD values of 1 or 0 [12,55], both of which introducing bias in the evaluation
results.

3.3.1.2 General Evaluation Metrics for TSP

Accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. Assuming a classifier that predicts whether an item
(e.g., test case) belongs to a certain class or not (returns true for positive prediction and false
otherwise), we refer to a classification of an item as:

– True Positive (TPo) when the item actually belongs to the class and prediction is true,
– False Positive (FPo) when the item actually does not belong to the class and prediction is true,
– True Negative (TNe) when the item actually does not belong to the class and prediction is false,

or
– False Negative (FNe) when the item actually belongs to the class and prediction is false

TPo and TNe refer to correct classification cases (ground truth and classifications are identical),
whereas FPo and FNe refer to incorrect classifications. According to the above definitions, Table 6
shows how the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score metrics are defined.

Table 6: Description of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score Metrics

Metric Description Formula

Accuracy The ratio of correctly predicted sam-
ples to total observations

accuracy =
TPo + TNe

TPo + TNe + FPo + FNe

Precision The ratio of TPo to the total pre-
dicted positive precision =

TPo

TPo + FPo

Recall The ratio of True Positive to the total
actual positive recall =

TPo

TPo + FNe
.

F1-score The ratio between precision and re-
call F1 = 2× precision× recall

precision + recall

Rank Percentile Average (RPA). The RPA metric was proposed by Bertolino et al. [13] to
compute how close a predicted ranking was to the optimal ranking. It assumes the priority scores
of the test cases to be an increasing integer from 1 to k, where k is the number of test cases to
prioritize. The higher the score, the higher the priority. Given that ri = i is the actual ranking score
of test case i, RPA is calculated as follows:

RPA =
1

k

k∑
m=1

1

r

k∑
i=k−m+1

ri =

∑k
m=1

∑k
i=k−m+1 ri

k2(k + 1)/2
. (1)

The maximum value of RPA is reached when the predicted ranking is equal to the optimal
ranking, which can be defined as RPAM :

RPAM = 1−
∑k−1

i=1 (k − i)(k − i+ 1)

k2(k + 1)
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Then the Normalized-Rank-Percentile-Average (NRPA), which ranges from 0 to 1, is defined as
follows:

NRPA =
RPA

RPAM

Discussing the general (dis)advantages of evaluation metrics is not the focus of our study. How-
ever, in a TSP context, these evaluation metrics in their default form can be misleading in some
cases, especially when attempting to account for the fault detection capability of TSP techniques.
More specifically, the quick detection of faults is considered important in most software systems but
is ignored by general evaluation metrics in their default form, as they treat all test cases equally,
disregarding their verdicts. This can lead to situations in where (a) a TS technique (TS1) has higher
general metric scores compared to another TS technique (TS2), but may actually detect fewer faults
than TS2 or (b) a TP technique (TP1) with higher general metric scores compared to a TP technique
(TP2), may detect faults later than TP2.

To make the above argument clearer, assume that we have eight test cases T1 . . . T8 with an
identical execution time and include three failed test cases and five passed test cases. Table 7 shows
an example of two TS techniques where higher accuracy, precision, and F1-score values are given
to techniques that detect fewer faults. In these cases, one should pay more attention to the recall
metric, which is defined as the proportion of selected failed test cases among all failed test cases,
since the goal is to detect as many faults as possible [26].

Table 7: The Output of Two Different TS When Test Cases are 〈0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1〉, Indicating T4, T5,
and T8 are Failed Test Cases. Selecting a Failed Test Case is Considered a True Positive Case.

Test Case Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

TS1 = 〈0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0〉 0.75 1.00 0.33 0.50
TS2 = 〈1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0〉 0.38 0.33 0.67 0.44

Similarly, in a TP context, it is possible for a TP technique that assigns lower ranks to failed test
cases (the lower the rank, the lower the priority of execution) to be given a higher NRPA compared
with a TP technique that assigns higher ranks to failed test cases. Table 8 shows an example of two
TPs (TP1 and TP2) for ten test cases with the same execution time. As shown, a higher NRPA is
given to TP1 even though it does not rank failed test cases higher compared to TP1. Hence, the
NRPA metric is not suitable in these cases.

Table 8: The Output of Two Different TP Techniques When Test Cases are 〈0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1〉,
Indicating T4, T5, T7, and T8 are Failed Test Cases.

TP NRPA

TP1 = 〈8 7 6 3 2 5 4 1〉 0.96
TP2 = 〈4 5 7 1 8 2 3 6〉 0.80

Moreover, we found that some evaluation metrics are calculated differently in TSP, even when
modeling was performed using the same SL or UL technique. For example, in a TS context, True
Positive (TPo) is defined as the number of selected failed test cases [19,21,22], whereas in a TP
context, TPo is defined as the number of test cases being correctly ordered [29,39] or the number of
test cases with the same priority as the actual priority of test cases [23]. Note that the calculation of
TPo was based on test case clustering in all those studies. Hence, comparing TSP results using these
general metrics would be meaningless due to the above differences in definitions. APFDs, however,
were consistently calculated in all studies that used them as an evaluation metric of ML-based TSP
techniques, thus making the comparison among studies using APFDs meaningful.
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Table 9 summarizes the used ML-based TSP evaluation metrics, along with their context of
application (TS, TP, or TSP) and the papers that used them. We observe that the majority of the
papers evaluated TP based on APFDs, except for Bertolino et al. [13] (NRPA), Medhat et al. [39]
(precision), Khalid et al. [23] (accuracy) and Sharma et al. [35] (precision, recall, and F1-score). Also,
three of the papers [19,21,22] used F1-score to evaluate the effectiveness of TS techniques. Busjaeger
and Xie [26] used recall for the same purpose.

Table 9: Metrics Used to Evaluate ML-based TSP techniques

Evaluation Metrics Context References

APFD TP [20,25,26,29,30,31,32,37,38,40]
NAPFD TP [14,15,16,17,18]
NAPFD TSP [12]
APFDc TP [14,27]
Accuracy TP [23,29]
Precision TSP [29,39]
Recall TSP [26,29]
F1-score TS [19,21,22]
Precision, Recall, and F1-score TP [35]
NRPA TP [13]

Overall, as we discussed, both general and specific metrics have issues and, more importantly,
general metrics treat all test cases equally disregarding their verdicts and APFDs can not be calcu-
lated when there is no or a few faults. In this context, using weighted versions of general metrics,
such as weighted recall, allowing us to give a higher significance to the classification or ranking of
failed test cases, can be investigated.

3.3.2 Used Subjects

Analyzing the subjects that are used for evaluation in the primary studies can help us assess the
external validity of reported results. Indeed, we can appraise how representative and realistic these
subjects are in the TSP context. To address this question, we analyzed the subjects that are made
publicly available (126 subjects) based on the following criteria.

– Number of test cases. The number of test cases can be an indicator of the complexity of the
regression testing warranted by systems. In practice, TSP is typically applied to large software
systems that tend to have many regression test cases. Hence, evaluating a TSP technique based
on a subject with a small number of test cases is often insufficient to demonstrate the practical
benefits of the techniques. However, the number of test cases is not the only factor to account
for when evaluating a TSP technique. Test execution times are also relevant since they can vary
a great deal across test cases.

– Average execution time of test cases per build. One of the main motivations of the TSP techniques
is decreasing regression testing time. Also, the computation time of TSP techniques should be
significantly less than regression testing time for their application to make sense. Thus, applying
TSP techniques to systems whose regression testing takes negligible time may not be practically
viable. This criterion concerns the average execution time of regression testing to assess whether
the application of TSP on subjects can lead to practical benefits.

– Number of builds and their failure rate. To show the effectiveness of TSP techniques and deal
with their inherent degree of randomness, they need to be evaluated based on subjects with a
sufficient number of builds. Also, since the main goal of TSP is to reveal regression faults, subjects
should include a sufficient number of failed builds, i.e., enough builds that reveal at least one
regression fault. Using subjects that do not meet these conditions is a threat to the validity of
the evaluation results. This is especially the case if the evaluation relies on APFD or defines TPo
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Table 10: Data Sources of the Subjects Used in the Studies

Data Source References

Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository [19,21,24,25,32,36,37,38,40]
ABB Robotics & GSDTSR [12,14,16,17,18]
Defects4J [58] [31,33,34]
Open Source Repositories (e.g., GitHub & GitLab) [13,14,15,16,27,28]
Private/Local/Industrial Projects [20,22,23,26,29,30,35,39]

based on selected failed test cases. Also, having a sufficient number of failed builds is vital for
the creation of balanced datasets that are required by many of the ML techniques.

Our investigation shows that papers use 126 open source subjects. Table 10 shows the data sources
of the subjects used by the studies. We observe that about half of the studies use subjects relying
on publicly available datasets, such as Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository3 (9 studies), ABB
Robotics & Google Shared Dataset of Test Suite Results (GSDTSR)4 (5 studies), and Defects4J [58]
(3 studies). Ten of the studies extend the available datasets with additional features. However, those
datasets are quite old and may not capture the current practices of software development, testing,
and CI settings. For example, the most recent update of the SIR dataset was before 2016. Hence,
besides computing additional features, future research should collect data on more recent subjects.

As shown in Figure 4, the majority of subjects provide execution history (105 subjects) and
coverage information (75 subjects) features, some of subjects provide code complexity (18 subjects),
and textual data (8 subjects) features. The user input features are not obtained from the codebase
or builds of the subjects. Rather, the knowledge about the relative priority of pairs of test cases is
obtained from test engineers or subject experts. In addition, Figure 5a shows the number of test
cases associated with subjects. Overall, subjects have a median of 162 test cases, which is large
enough to evaluate TSP techniques. However, as shown in Figure 5b, which is based on 92 subjects
reporting regression testing time, the majority (71%) of the subjects show a test execution time
below 90 seconds, with an overall median of 5.84 seconds. This result suggests that most of the
existing ML-based TSP techniques are evaluated based on subjects for which the application of TSP
techniques has no or little practical value.

Further, Figures 5c and 5d depict the total and failed numbers of builds based on 40 subjects
reporting such data. The number of builds for the majority of subjects (75%) ranges between 4
and 351 with a median of 150 builds. Such numbers can be considered sufficient to run extensive
experiments and account for randomness in results. However, the number of failed builds, for 50%
of the subjects, is less than 10 with a median of 9. As discussed above, such a small number of
failed builds is a threat to validity, specifically when the evaluation uses APFDc or defines TPo
based on failed test cases. This issue was also reported in the context of non-ML-based TSP [59,60].
To address it, for evaluation purposes, studies focused on non-ML techniques rely on seeded faults,
which are typically produced through hand-seeding or mutation fault injection techniques [59,60].
In the context of ML-based techniques, where the goal is to train an ML model (partly) based on
the history of test executions and source code changes, using fault injection techniques is not a valid
option since it would introduce random faults into the system that have no relation with its history.

Overall, based on the above discussions, we argue that most subjects in existing studies cannot
be considered adequate for the evaluation of ML-based TSP techniques. This further motivates the
need to create data collection tools and an appropriate benchmark for comparing available techniques
based on a set of identical and representative subjects.

3 https://sir.csc.ncsu.edu
4 https://bitbucket.org/HelgeS/atcs-data

https://sir.csc.ncsu.edu
https://bitbucket.org/HelgeS/atcs-data
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Figure 5: Number of Test Cases, Regressing Testing Time, and Number of (Failed) Builds of Subjects
(outliers are removed from all plots)

RQ3 Conclusion: Across primary studies, ML-based TSP techniques are evaluated using a
variety of metrics. These metrics may not be computed similarly, and treat all test cases equally
regardless of their verdicts, making it difficult to compare the results of different techniques.
Also, available subjects tend to have extremely low failure rates, making them unsuitable for
evaluating ML-based TSP techniques. Future research should also consider more recent subjects
with data collected from CI contexts.

3.4 RQ4. What is the performance of ML-based TSP techniques?

The performance results of the ML-based TSP techniques, as reported in the primary studies, in-
cluding information about their context, feature sets, and evaluation metrics are summarized in
Table 11. Table 12 summarizes the comparison baselines used to evaluate the ML-based TSP tech-
niques proposed in the studies. We observe that the majority (nine) of the studies [12,15,26,29,30,
31,36,37,40] compared their proposed techniques with a random approach, in which test cases are
ordered randomly, or a cost-only approach, in which tests are ordered based on execution time [27].
In addition, there are three studies [20,25,33] in which the evaluation of the proposed techniques was
compared to approaches that rank test cases using traditional quality metrics (e.g., fault history or
coverage-based) and similarity metrics [34]. Other studies [17,18,21,28,34] were evaluated in com-
parison with previous ML-based TSP techniques, such as RETECS [12], K-Means [21], RNN [28],
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Table 11: Summary of the Performance of ML-based TSP Techniques

Study Context ML techniques Feature Sets
Performance

Metric Value(s)

Busjaeger and Xie [26] TP SL & NLP-based CVG + TXT + EXH Recall [0%-80%]
APFD [80%-100%]

Lachmann et al. [30] TP SL & NLP-based CVG + TXT + EXH APFD [52%-92%]

Khalid et al. [23] TP UL INP Accuracy [79%]

Sharma et al. [35] TP SL CPX Precision [88%-100%]
Recall [80%-100%]

F1-score [89%-100%]

Tonella et al. [37] TP SL CVG + CPX + INP APFD [88%-94%]

Spieker et al. [12] TSP RL EXH NAPFD [0%-100%]

Shi et al. [18] TP RL EXH NAPFD [10%-100%]

Rosenbauer et al. [17] TP RL EXH NAPFD [0%-85%]

Bertolino et al. [13] TSP RL & SL CPX + EXH RPA [95%-98%]

Jahan et al. [29] TP SL CVG + CPX Accuracy [95.3%-98.8%]
Precision [94.5%-98.9%]

Recall [94.0%-98.7%]
APFD [61%-97%]

Noor et al. [33] TP SL CVG + CPX + EXH Median First Fail Rank [19%-30%]

Carlson et al. [20] TP UL CVG + CPX + EXH APFD [56%-74%]

Singh et al. [36] TP SL CPX Quality Improvement [39%]

Thomas et al. [40] TP NLP-based TXT APFD [85%-96%]

Aman et al. [38] TP NLP-based TXT APFD [87.1%-99.6%]

Chen et al. [27] TP SL CVG + EXH APFDc [56.4%-99.9%]

Mahdieh et al. [31] TP SL CVG + CPX APFD [46.9%-71.0%]

Almaghairbe et al. [19] TS UL TXT F1-score [0%-100%]

Lima et al. [16] TP RL EXH NAPFD [36.3%,99.9%]
RMSE [0.1%,51.7%]

Lima et al. [15] TP RL EXH NAPFD [48.8%-99.9%]

Chen et al. [21] TS UL CVG Difference of F1-score [-20%-40%]

Kandil et al. [22] TS UL & NLP-based CVG + TXT F1-score [42%-100%]

Hasnain et al. [28] TP SL EXH MAE [0.17%-8.23%]

Wang et al. [24] TS UL CVG Failure Detection Ratio [10%-100%]

Palma et al. [34] TP SL CVG + CPX + EXH Median First Fail Rank [10%-40%]

Yoo et al. [25] TP UL CVG + INP APFD [14.4%-99.6%]

Lima et al. [14] TP RL EXH NPAFD [36.3%,99.9%]
APFDc [36.6%-99.9%]

NTR [0.3%-73.3%]

Medhat et al. [39] TSP NLP-based CVG + TXT + EXH Precision [70%-90%]

Mirarab et al. [32] TP SL CVG + CPX APFD [20%-100%]

Feature Sets: CVG=Coverage Information, CPX=Code Complexity, TXT=Textual Data, EXH=Execution History, INP=User Input

ML Techniques: RL=Reinforcement Learning, SL=Supervised Learning, UL=Unsupervised Learning

NLP-based=Natural Language Processing-based

or regression modeling [33]. We found no evaluation baselines in eight of the primary studies [13,19,
22,23,32,35,38,39]

There are general differences between ML-based TSP techniques, including the online adaptation
of RL techniques and the more straightforward training process of UL, since UL does not require
labeling. However, given that ML-based TSP techniques have been evaluated using different datasets,
it is not possible to precisely compare these techniques based on the reported performance results.
To address this issue, we performed a statistical analysis to investigate which sets of features are
associated with higher modeling performance for ML-based TSP techniques. To do this, we used
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Table 12: Baselines Used to Evaluate ML-based TSP Techniques

Baseline Study

Random approach [12,15,26,29,30,31,36,37,40]
Traditional metric-based approach [20,25,33]
RETECS [12] [17,18]
Genetic algorithm [16]
K-Means algorithm [21]
LSTM and simple RNN [28]
Execution spectra-based sampling (ESBS) [61] [24]
Cost-only technique (tests ordered based on execution time) [27]
Traditional and similarity-based metrics regression model [33] [34]
Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) [62] with random and greedy approaches [14]
Not mentioned [13,19,22,23,32,35,38,39]

the five groups of features used to train ML-based TSP techniques (described in RQ2), namely code
complexity, textual data, coverage information, execution history, and user inputs.

In addition, due to the variety of metrics used to evaluate the performance of ML-based TSP
techniques (described in RQ3), we limited our analysis to APFD and NAPFD as evaluation metrics.
First, most (16 out of 29) of the studies used APFD and NAPFD as evaluation metrics, and studies
based on other metrics are too few to draw statistically valid conclusions. Second, APFD and NAFPD
measure TSP performance in a similar way, though APFD assumes all the faults are detected, whereas
NAPFD considers the ratio between detected and total faults. Thus, when all test cases are executed
and all faults are detected, NAPFD is equal to APFD. Lastly, as discussed in Section 3.3, general
metrics, such as true positives, are defined and calculated differently across TSP studies, making
comparisons of TSP performance using precision or recall meaningless. In contrast, primary studies
defined APFD and NAPFD in a consistent way. Further, we did not consider the studies by Thomas
et al. [40] and Aman et al. [38] in this analysis, since they only used NLP techniques for preprocessing
textual data, and then prioritized test cases using non-ML algorithms. This resulted in considering
14 out of the 29 primary studies.

However, we further excluded four of those studies as they report NAPFD values using line
plots [12,17,18] or boxplots [32], making it difficult to estimate the average performance of the tech-
niques. As a result, we considered ten studies [14,15,16,20,25,26,29,30,31,37] in which APFD/NAPFD
values were explicitly and precisely reported. Given that the performance of an ML-based TSP tech-
nique can differ from one subject (i.e., software project) to another, we extracted individual APFD or
NAPFD values for each subject in all primary studies. In total, we obtained 72 observations. When
a study used multiple experimental setups for a subject (e.g., different time budgets [14,15,16], test
suites [25], or reward functions [14,16]), we computed the average NAPFD value of all setups.

While code complexity, coverage information, and execution history features are extensively used
in the selected studies, we found that textual features were used in only two of them [26,30] (three
subjects) and user input features were used once [37] (one subject). We used the APFD/NAPFD
values as a dependent variable and the sets of features as independent variables. Initially, we fitted
a multivariable linear regression model to explain the NAPFD using the sets of features used as
independent variables. However, due to the small sample size and strong associations between features
and ML techniques, regression modeling results were difficult to interpret. Therefore, we restricted
ourselves to bivariate analysis to explore how significant is the effect of each feature set on NAPFD
values and attempt to interpret the most plausible reasons for the results. In particular, we used
the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test [63], a non-parametric statistical test, with α = 0.05, to test
whether NAPFD values obtained with and without a feature set come from the same population.
For each independent variable (feature set), we tested the null hypothesis that there is no significant
difference between the distributions of NAPFD values obtained with and without this feature set.
We used Cliff’s delta effect-size measures [64] to verify how practically significant is the difference in
magnitude between two distributions of NAPFD values.
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Table 13: Results of Wilcoxon Test and Effect Size (Cliff’s Delta)

Feature Set P-Value Effect Size (delta)

Code Complexity < 0.0001 0.734 (large)
Coverage Information < 0.0001 0.659 (large)
Execution History 0.0008 -0.531 (large)
Textual Data 0.0806 -
User Input 0.5971 -
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Figure 6: Boxplots for Code Complexity, Coverage Information, and Execution History Feature Sets

Table 13 presents the results of the Wilcoxon tests and effect sizes. Our statistical analysis reveals
that code complexity, coverage information, and execution history have a statistically significant
effect and large effect sizes on NAPFD. Probably due to the scarcity of data for these feature sets,
we observe no significant relationship between the use of textual data or user input features and
NAPFD. For example, user input is only used by eight subjects, whereas textual data is used by
three subjects. All these subjects also involve coverage information features besides user inputs. In
addition, seven of those subjects employed UL and one of them employed SL. For all subjects that
use textual features, SL is the sole ML technique employed and is always combined with coverage
information and execution history features. Therefore, future work should experiment other types
of ML techniques (e.g., RL) using textual data or user input features in order to investigate their
impact on NAPFD.

Figure 6 provides the boxplots for code complexity, coverage information and execution history.
The median NAPFD values, with and without execution history, are 0.968 and 0.830, respectively.
This suggests that using execution history features significantly increases the likelihood of producing
higher NAPFD values. However, looking at the median NAPFD values with (0.730) and without
code complexity (0.968), we observe that the former is unexpectedly associated with lower NAPFD
values. Similarly, the median NAPFD values with and without coverage information are 0.745 and
0.977, respectively. To investigate the reasons behind such surprising results, we performed additional
analyses of the different combinations of feature sets and ML techniques in order to determine if
there are potential confounding factors.

Table 14 presents different combinations of code complexity, coverage information, and execution
history, and ML techniques, along with their corresponding number of observations and the median
of test suite sizes. We observed, as presented above, that using both code complexity and coverage
information features is significantly associated with lower NAPFD values. However, when we inves-
tigated the subjects that use either or both these feature sets, we found that none of the subjects
employ RL models, but rather UL and SL models.
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Table 14: Number of Observations and Median Test Suite Sizes of Feature Set Combinations. UL:
Unsupervised Learning, SL: Supervised Learning, RL: Reinforcement Learning.

Feature Set Combination ML Technique # of Subjects Median Test Suite Size

Code Complexity
UL 2

656SL 11
RL 0

Coverage Information
UL 9

523SL 14
RL 0

Execution History
UL 2

57SL 3
RL 49

Code Complexity & Coverage Information
UL 2

656SL 11
RL 0

Code Complexity & Execution History
UL 2

782SL 0
RL 0

Coverage Information & Execution History
UL 2

656SL 3
RL 0

Code Complexity & Coverage Information & Execution History
UL 2

782SL 0
RL 0

In contrast, we found that the subjects that use execution history features have significantly
higher NAPFD values. Most of these subjects (91%) employ RL models, which were all used in
recent TSP studies (e.g., six out of seven papers were published in 2020). Due to this high degree
of association, it is hard to say whether higher performance is due to one or both of these factors.
For example, we cannot conclude that the reasons for lower NAPFD values are inadequate ML
techniques or insufficient features. Therefore, the performance of ML techniques and feature sets
need to be investigated independently, without confounding effects, which is not possible with the
currently available data.

Our analysis also shows that only a few (< 7%) subjects combine coverage information and
complexity features with execution history features, which indicates that subjects in primary studies
tend to contain partial feature sets; yet, none of those subjects employ RL models.

As a result, future research should apply a variety of learning techniques (including RL) based on
a comprehensive set of features (including coverage information and complexity, execution history)
on a large number of subjects. This would render possible the investigation, without confounding
effects, of the combined impact of feature sets and learning techniques on TSP performance.

To further investigate the possible reasons behind the association of execution history features
with higher NAPFD values, we analyzed the test suite size of the subjects that use and do not
use these features. We observed that the former have significantly smaller test suite sizes than the
other subjects (p − value < 0.0001 and large effect size: delta = 0.613). For those subjects that
use execution history features, we observe no significant relationship between their test suite size
and the obtained NAPFD values (p − value = 0.521). Still, we should note that evaluating TSP
techniques on a small sample size may not be sufficient to demonstrate their practical advantage.
This result suggests that future research should consider developing and evaluating TSP techniques
using execution history features on larger datasets, to investigate whether such features would lead
to higher NAPFD values. Moreover, considering that test failure rates can impact NAPFD values,
we analyzed the failure rate data of 49 subjects from three studies [14,15,16] that employ RL models
using execution history features. We observed that the higher the failure rate, the lower the NAPFD
value (p− value < 0.0001). One explanation is that, though questionable, it is common practice to
report APFD/NAPFD values of one when no test case fails, as discussed in Section 3.3. Nevertheless,
this result suggests that there is still ample room for developing more accurate TSP techniques that
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can handle tests with higher failure rates. Also, studies should report failure rates alongside NAPFD
values to enable proper interpretation of results.

RQ4 Conclusion: Comparing and interpreting the performance of ML-based TSP techniques
is challenging because (a) there is no agreed-upon, consistently used performance metric, (b)
test suite sizes and failure rates widely vary across studies, and (c) there are confounding factors.
Comprehensive studies must be designed and run to prevent confounding factors and investigate
all the interaction effects between feature sets, ML techniques, failure rates, and test suite sizes,
as well as their impact on performance.

3.5 RQ5. Are ML-based TSP studies repeatable and reproducible?

In the context of ML-based TSP, we label a paper as repeatable if we can rerun the exact same
experiments, using the same datasets, based on the information in the paper. We also label a paper
as reproducible if it is repeatable and we can check whether the results obtained and the conclusions
drawn are statistically equivalent to the ones reported in the paper. In the context of ML-based
TSP, we define an experiment as being composed of four steps: (1) training an ML model based
on data from previous builds (i.e., versions), (2) applying the trained model on the next builds to
select/prioritize test cases, (3) running the test cases based on the selection/prioritization output,
and (4) analyzing the results based on the defined evaluation metrics (e.g., APFDs). In this question,
we aim to analyze the extent to which data, artifacts, and instructions shared by the papers enable
the validation and confirmation of reported results and conclusions. Thus, we examine whether or
not the papers provide the following artifacts and information.

– M1. Training and evaluation datasets. These datasets are the most basic requirement. Thus,
we mark all papers as not repeatable if they do not provide them (e.g., as CSV or JSON files),
without any further investigation.

– M2. Scripts to train and test the model. These scripts enable researchers to train and evaluate
the ML models that are the core of any ML-based TSP work. The papers also need to provide
instructions on how to execute these scripts.

– M3. Details about ML algorithms and relevant hyper-parameters. The papers need to report the
used ML algorithms, libraries, and tools along with their versions, hyper-parameter values, and
the required execution environment (e.g., OS and memory requirements). If the used library
provides more than one method for a certain task, the function name and related parameters
should be reported as well. Such information enables the training and evaluation of ML models
if the relevant scripts are not provided.

– M4. A detailed description of the experiments. This enables researchers to run the experiments in
the same way as the paper in terms of experimental setup (e.g., time budgets or reward functions),
validation method (e.g., cross-validation [65]), and the method of controlled random seeds when it
is used. Further, almost all ML algorithms entail an inherent degree of randomness [66]. Thus, the
papers should report how such randomness was addressed, for example by repeating experiments
multiple times, without which achieving reproducibility is not possible.

– M5. Scripts to automate the experiments. The paper should provide scripts that automate
the experiments. This greatly simplifies their repetition and prevents mistakes due to the re-
implementation of the scripts and infrastructure.

– M6. Reporting the complete evaluation results per subject. To compare the results after rerunning
the experiment of a paper, it is important to provide the evaluation results (e.g., the average
performance of multiple runs) for each experiment. The studies that provided evaluation results
using only plots do no satisfy M6.

– M7. Specifying how conclusions are drawn. In addition to reporting results per subject based
on defined evaluation metrics, papers often draw conclusions concerning the practicality and
effectiveness of the proposed approaches in comparison with each alternative and baseline. Thus,
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Table 15: Artifacts and Information Provided by the Papers. M2: Training and testing scripts , M3:
Hyperparameters and libraries, M4: Experiment description, M5: Experiment scripts, M6: Complete
evaluation results, M7: Statistical analysis (see Section 3.5 for more details).

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 Label

Bertolino et al. [13] Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Reproducible
Palma et al. [34] Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Reproducible
Mahdieh et al. [31] Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Reproducible
Aman et al. [38] Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Reproducible
Thomas et al. [40] Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Reproducible
Rosenbauer et al. [17] Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Repeatable
Spieker et al. [12] Yes No Yes Yes No No Repeatable
Lima et al. [16] No No Yes No Yes Yes Not Repeatable
Lima et al. [15] No No Yes No Yes Yes Not Repeatable
Lima et al. [14] No No Yes No Yes Yes Not Repeatable
Shi et al. [18] No No Yes No No No Not Repeatable
Noor et al. [33] No No Yes No No Yes Not Repeatable
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Figure 7: Information Provided by Papers

the paper should report how such conclusions are made by describing the used baselines, applied
statistical analysis techniques (e.g., statistical significance test and effect size measurement), and
the number of runs for each experiment.

To summarize, we consider a paper to be repeatable if it provides M1, M2, or M3, and M4 or
M5. It is reproducible if it provides M1, M2, or M3, M4 or M5, M6, and M7. Otherwise, it is not
repeatable. Note that we do not rerun the experiments and our analysis is only based on assessing
the degree of support for M1-M7. Also, we ignore two strict conditions for improving repeatability
and reproducibility, respectively, since most papers do not meet them, e.g., reporting random seeds
and providing detailed results for each experiment.

As listed in Table 15, 12 of the papers made their datasets available (they satisfy M1). We ex-
amined these papers to assess whether they meet criteria M2-M7. Table 15 shows detailed results
regarding M2-M7 for each paper, and Figure 7 summarizes M1-M7 results for all these 12 papers.
The results show that only five out of the 12 papers (42%) are reproducible. This is far from ideal,
since most ML-based TSP papers reported empirical results that cannot be confidently validated or
reproduced. In addition, only two papers are repeatable, thus enabling the community to confirm
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the reported conclusions by running the exact same experiments. The remaining five papers, though
they provide their datasets, are not repeatable as they miss technical details (e.g., language or library
versions), thus preventing them from meeting important repeatability criteria. Moreover, 21 of the
papers used subjects from publicly available datasets, such as the Software-artifact Infrastructure
Repository (SIR).5 Such datasets include tests cases that were collected from code changes made
years ago (before 2016), which do not reflect current practices in continuous development and inte-
gration. Hence, future research should collect data on more recent subjects from a CI context (e.g.,
extending TravisTorrent [54]) with a more comprehensive set of features, higher failure rates, and
larger execution times.

Based on the above analysis, we argue that the situation regarding repeatability and repro-
ducibility is alarming as it undermines our capacity, as a scientific community, to grow a reliable and
interpretable body of knowledge. This issue needs to be addressed by providing detailed guidelines
and instructions to be used consistently across papers in order to make experiments reproducible.
Mattis et al. [67] surveyed all datasets used by prior studies in the context of test case prioritiza-
tion. Besides, the authors proposed RTPTorrent, a dataset for evaluating test prioritization based
on TravisTorrent. Yet, though recently published, RTPTorrent is limited to 20 Java projects and
contains no features related to coverage information, user input, and textual data. In addition, data
in RTPTorrent does not reflect current CI practices, since it was collected from code changes com-
mitted in 2011-2016. Therefore, future work should construct up-to-date benchmarks with more
comprehensive feature sets for a thorough evaluation of ML-based TSP techniques.

RQ5 Conclusion: Only a small number of ML-based TSP studies are reproducible. Further,
the currently available datasets used by ML-based TSP techniques contain varying feature sets
based on data collected from code changes made before 2016, which may not represent current
CI practices. Hence, reproducible studies with more appropriate datasets are needed to better
assess the performance of TSP techniques and develop a usable body of knowledge regarding
TSP over time.

3.6 ML-based TSP Summary

We summarize the results related to our research questions at a high-level in Figure 8. This summary
characterizes existing TSP techniques and the empirical methods that were followed to evaluate them.
In particular, the summary shows the ML techniques used for TSP, the feature sets used to train
models, the metrics used to evaluate the results of the models, and the reproducibility criteria used
to consider a study as repeatable or reproducible. This summary can be used as a taxonomy for
classifying future TSP studies.

4 Discussion

This section discusses the implications of our findings based on primary studies.

Subjects, Feature Sets, or ML Models. Our analysis shows that the performance of ML-based
TSP techniques depends on several factors, such as the subjects (software projects) used for evalu-
ation, the ML models used to select/prioritize test cases, and the features used to train the models.
Subjects have different characteristics, such as test suite size, history, and failure rate. Also, a set of
features may work well on one project but not on another project, thus suggesting that combining all
sets of features may be beneficial. ML models may differ in terms of being supervised or unsupervised,
which might make them only applicable to certain types of datasets (e.g., labeled and unlabeled).
Therefore, to improve TSP results, future research should take into consideration (a) collecting data
from subjects that have considerable numbers of test cases with varying but plausible failure rates

5 https://sir.csc.ncsu.edu

https://sir.csc.ncsu.edu
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and regression testing time, (b) computing as many relevant features as possible about test cases and
their covered code, and (c) investigating the application of advanced NLP-based similarity analysis
techniques (e.g., BERT [68] and CodeBERT [69]) for more effective TSP.

CI as a Source and Target for TSP. CI increases the frequency of running software builds,
including regression tests. CI produces rich historical data about test case executions under various
runtime environments. According to our statistical analysis, execution history features are signifi-
cantly associated with higher TSP performance. Therefore, training ML models using CI-generated
data is likely to improve the performance of TSP techniques. In practice, the high frequency of
running CI builds warrants the use of TSP models. However, little is known about the practical
challenges of adopting TSP techniques. Despite the lack of clear and reliable empirical results, re-
searchers should increase the awareness of developers about current state-of-the-art techniques for
TSP. Doing so does not only helps developers to leverage the benefits of TSP techniques in their CI
pipelines, but also helps researchers receive feedback and gain insights from developers about the
practical effectiveness and possible improvements of TSP techniques.

Standards and Benchmarks for Evaluating TSP. Our analysis reveals no standard practices re-
garding the design of experiments, features, and evaluation metrics used to assess the performance of
TSP techniques. TSP evaluation metrics can be computed differently, making it difficult to compare
results across studies. Only a few studies build on previous studies in designing their experiments
and evaluating their techniques (e.g., [17] and [12]). Comparing TSP techniques relying on published
papers is therefore difficult. Ideally, one should reproduce the results using the same datasets and
experimental setup. However, our analysis shows that only a few papers are reproducible. Therefore,
future research should pay more attention to constructing adequate benchmarks to evaluate TSP
techniques. Moreover, researchers should develop standards to ensure the trustworthiness of the re-
sults reported by TSP studies. For example, subjects should comply with a minimal failure rate and
regression testing time in order to be suitable for evaluating TSP techniques.
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Application Scenarios of ML-based TSP Techniques. In the context of CI, RL-based TSP
techniques are more suitable to apply than UL-based and SL-based techniques, since they integrate
new data into already constructed models without retraining them from scratch. The majority of
SL-based techniques are restricted to the classical batch setting and assume full datasets to be
available before training, which does not enable incremental learning (i.e., integrating new data into
already constructed models) but rather reconstruct new models from scratch. This is not only very
time-consuming but also leads to potentially outdated models, which can be problematic, especially
in a CI context. Clustering algorithms (UL techniques) require expensive tuning, regarding distance
metrics and the number of clusters, which affects their effectiveness in a CI context. Also, the
computational complexity of UL techniques is high as, for most of them, finding the optimal solution
is an NP-hard problem, which can cause scalability issues. Finally, despite the potential of NLP-
based techniques, their application in a TSP context is very limited. NLP techniques should be
utilized to devise effective similarity-based TSP techniques, since coverage analysis in a CI context
can be computationally expensive. Many textual software development artifacts are a rich source of
information to devise useful features for training more effective NLP-based models for TSP.

5 Related Work

We identified two Systematic Literature Reviews (SLRs), two systematic mapping studies, and one
review, which are related to TSP using machine learning techniques, as listed in Table 16. In Table 16,
we show the focus of each study, publication year, covered years, and the number of included primary
studies.

Kazmi et al. [70] focused on TS techniques. They reviewed 47 empirical studies covering the period
from 2007 to 2015 and categorized them based on regression TS techniques that focused on cost,
coverage, or fault-based effectiveness. The results of their work showed that multi-objective criteria
(combination of cost-based, coverage-based, and fault-based criteria), are used for the evaluation of
ML-based TS techniques.

Durelli et al. [71] conducted a systematic mapping study on ML techniques applied to software
testing based on 48 primary studies covering the period from 1995 to 2018. They classified them
according to study type (publication type and research type), testing activity (compatibility testing,
test case design, TP, etc.) and the types of ML techniques used. They concluded that ML techniques
were mainly applied for test case generation, refinement, evaluation, and predicting the cost of
testing-related activities.

The studies of Lima et al. [3], Khatibsyarbini et al. [2] and Shaheamlung et al. [72] all focused on
TP techniques. Lima et al. [3] reviewed 35 primary studies covering the period from 2009 to 2019.
They presented the main characteristics of TP in CI environments (TCPCI) by classifying those
studies according to the goal and type of TP techniques and the evaluation measures. They also
accounted for CI-specific challenges and testing problems. Their results indicated a growing interest in
TCPCI research and that 80% of the techniques were history-based. They also observed a rising trend
in the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques like ML for TCPCI. Eight studies used
search-based or ML techniques. Khatibsyarbini et al. [2] investigated and classified TP approaches
based on 69 studies covering the period from 1999 to 2016. They concluded that TP approaches
still had significant room for improvement. Shaheamlung et al. [72] analyzed different prioritization
techniques based on 22 studies covering the period from 2010 to 2019. They characterized them
according to the type of techniques, their performance, and how they can be used in future research.
They concluded that ML was being widely used for TP and showed better outcomes than other
approaches.

In comparison with the studies mentioned above, our systematic review focuses exclusively on
the application of ML techniques to the TSP problem. We performed a more thorough analysis of the
usage and performance of ML techniques, combined with different feature sets, based on which we
provide insights regarding the achievements, advantages, and current limitations of the application
of ML for TSP. We also outline useful research directions.
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Table 16: Review Papers on TSP

Reference Study Type Study Focus Publication
Year

Years
Covered

Included
Papers

Kazmi et al. [70] Systematic literature review Effective regression TS 2017 2007-2015 47
Khatibsyarbini et al. [2] Systematic literature review TP approaches in regression

testing
2018 1999-2016 69

Vinicius H. et al. [71] Systematic mapping study Machine Learning applied
to software testing

2019 1995-2018 48

Lima et al. [3] Systematic mapping study TP in continuous integra-
tion environments

2020 2009-2019 35

Shaheamlung et al. [72] Review TP in software engineering 2020 2010-2018 22

6 Threats to Validity

The process used in this work is composed of multiple steps, including the search strategy, study
selection, and data synthesis/extraction. While some parts of the process were automated (e.g.,
search queries and Covidence screening), other parts (e.g., data synthesis/extraction) were manual.
As a result, our search might have missed some relevant studies or information as our review covers
a vast array of possible techniques and application contexts. To mitigate this issue, we considered
several measures, as follows.

6.1 Internal Validity

Search strings. We used general terms related to machine learning or test case selection and pri-
oritization in our search queries. Then, we selected the papers by applying inclusion and exclusion
criteria that required reading at least the title and abstract of the papers. Still, our search terms
might not be comprehensive enough. To mitigate this issue, we also used more specific ML-related
terms, such as ‘regression’, ‘neural network’, and ‘reinforcement learning’.

Study inclusion. Including or excluding a study can be subjective. To mitigate this issue, we used
the Covidence tool to screen the collected papers and exclude any duplicates. The inclusion/exclusion
of papers was performed collaboratively by two co-authors together using well-defined criteria to fil-
ter out irrelevant studies.

Data extraction. Manually extracting relevant information from papers may suffer from missing or
misinterpreting information about the studies. To mitigate this issue, one co-author performed the
data extraction from all papers. A second co-author validated the data extraction for papers when
information was uncertain or hard to interpret. We resolved any confusion in the data extraction in
discussion meetings with the other co-authors.

6.2 External Validity

Literature repositories. Our search result is limited to the online repositories used as data sources.
To mitigate this issue, we used online repositories that have been extensively used by previous survey
papers in software engineering and include well-known and leading software engineering venues.

6.3 Conclusion Validity

Paper conclusions. The primary studies used different subjects and a variety of evaluation metrics.
This made it difficult to identify clear patterns and draw definitive conclusions. To mitigate this issue,
we performed a statistical analysis in which we assess the extent to which features, subjects, and
ML models are associated with good TSP performance.
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6.4 Reliability Validity

Study replication. Replicating the study presented in this paper is possible as long as all steps of
the search process presented in Section 2 and shown in Figure 1 are followed. However, there could
be some inconsistencies in the obtained results due to potential differences in opinions regarding data
extraction. To mitigate this issue, we described every step in our search process in detail, provided
a high-level summary of ML-based TSP that can be used as a taxonomy for classifying future TSP
studies, and made publicly available a replication package [8] containing the search strings and the
data extracted from primary studies.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the results of a systematic literature review (SLR) regarding the appli-
cation of Machine Learning (ML) techniques for Test case Selection and Prioritization (TSP). This
is a particularly important topic in Continuous Integration (CI) contexts, with frequent builds and
regression testing campaigns, and ML enables the optimal combination of various sources of infor-
mation to effectively address the TSP problem. The review was conducted by following standard
steps, including the definition of research questions, a search strategy, study selection criteria, and
data synthesis and extraction method.

The search returned 29 primary studies covering the period from 2006 to 2020, plus a number
of systematic reviews and mapping studies. We observed an increasing number of studies in recent
years, which indicates a growing interest in this research area.

The main goal of this paper was to analyze how ML techniques have been used and assess what
they have achieved and their limitations. We investigated the type of ML techniques used for TSP,
hyper-parameters configuring ML algorithms, the experiment design and evaluation metrics of each
study, and their experimental results. Then, we extracted and synthesized the data from the studies
to address five research questions.

From our systematic review, we can conclude the following:

a) A variety of ML techniques were used for TSP: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning,
Reinforcement Learning, and NLP-based are the four main ones. Some combinations of ML tech-
niques were also reported. For example, NLP-based techniques, which are often used for feature
pre-processing, were combined with supervised or unsupervised learning to achieve better perfor-
mance for test case prioritization. More advanced ML techniques should further be investigated,
such as the use of advanced NLP-based techniques (e.g., BERT [68] and CodeBERT [69]) to
devise more effective similarity-based TSP techniques.

b) Different types of features were used throughout the studies, including code complexity, execu-
tion history, coverage information, user inputs, and textual data. However, some test cases were
designed for special contexts (e.g., web application) and led to domain-specific features (e.g.,
number of tokens, number of hyperlinks in a web page). Using such features, combined with
ML techniques, can also lead to good results. We found that most of the TSP techniques used
only historical data. Coverage information and complexity features were also occasionally and
partially used, relying only on a few complexity metrics and similarity-based coverage. Thus, a
comprehensive analysis of features and their impact on TSP accuracy appears to be a necessary
and useful future research endeavor.

c) There has been a growing interest in the application of RL to TSP in recent years. The focus
of these investigations has been on the impact of different reward functions and policy learning
techniques on RL performance. The main reason for the increasing use of RL is practical, that
is its capacity to seamlessly handle change in the system and test suites. We also found that
existing RL work mainly used execution history features, and therefore using a more extensive
feature set could be particularly beneficial in that context.

Finally, the primary studies used different subjects—many of them questionable given the ob-
jectives of TSP—and different evaluation metrics. The lack of standard evaluation procedures and
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appropriate publicly available subjects makes it very challenging to draw reliable conclusions concern-
ing ML-based TSP performance, which is necessary to characterize the state-of-the-art and identify
open problems. Thus, getting the research community to converge towards common evaluation pro-
cedures, metrics, and benchmarks is vital for building a strong body of knowledge we can rely on,
without which advancing the state-of-the-art remains an elusive goal.
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